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Foreword and Contents
Welcome to this, the second edition of Lending 3.0:
Building a better world for lenders and borrowers. It’s
perhaps indicative of the pace of change happening
within lending that we’ve felt compelled to further
develop this white paper — a mere three months after
its launch.
Whilst a significant degree of this change is driven by
the coronavirus pandemic, it’s also largely down to the
fact that individuals and businesses want the kind of
seamless user experiences offered by Amazon and
Netflix to be replicated elsewhere in life. And that
includes business lending.
Alongside this, a discussion has been sparked amongst
the lending community about what the future looks
like. In order to delve deeper, we’ve engaged a range
of key players and are proud to share with you in a new
insightful section seven perspectives from: Cape ,
Capital on Tap, Esme Loans, Asto, ETRONIKA, Codat,
TBI Bank, Twisto, LendIt, and Q2 Cloud Lending. These
experts reinforce the Lending 3.0 concept, and in doing
so demonstrate that there is no turning back.
When it comes to the impact of the pandemic, alternative
lenders are showing their worth in characteristically
innovative ways. Take, for example, Uncapped.
It’s created a clever repayment model that allows
businesses borrowers to repay loans in line with their
cash flow realities. When revenue is up, so is the monthly
repayment. When revenue is tight, the repayment shrinks
— just what is needed in these uncertain times.
We’re also witnessing head-turning mergers and
acquisitions activity, with incumbent Metro Bank’s
acquisition of peer-to-peer specialist RateSetter the latest
example of innovators proving their importance in the
lending space.
Alongside this, many incumbent lenders have found
themselves challenged by the volume of Coronavirus
Business Interruption Loan (CBIL) applications,
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prompting alternative lenders to step in and redefine
the term agile, and cut decision waiting times for anxious
Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) owners.
With something like 3,500 applications a week for CBILs,
it’s a certainty that a whole new audience of businessto-business (B2B) borrowers will have been introduced
to the world of alternative finance. This, potentially, is the
silver lining: a roadmap out of the crisis towards a more
resilient, dynamic SME landscape. One in which smart
lending is driven by data, offers partnership-enabled
wraparound services, and pivots to meet circumstances
in order to turn growth potential into growth reality.
In fact, it’s already happening. As the economy began to
reopen, many SMEs shifted their borrowing requirement
from a survival tool to a growth mechanism. Informed by
cash flow and spending data, it’s possible for borrowing
to become anything but a burden to companies.
And this is the essence of Lending 3.0.
Now more than ever, lenders need to be both smarter
about identifying, mitigating, and managing risk to ensure
good firms with growth potential aren’t held back —
 and
have the ability to develop new commercial ecosystems
to build resilience in a fragile economy.
To help you make sense of this rapidly changing
landscape, this updated white paper delivers an industrywide view from 10 players in the lending ecosystem,
covering the SME market and fintech innovations over
the past 10 years, in addition to considering what comes
next, in terms of the B2B lending propositions and the
incredible tools that will make them possible.

Ian Johnson
Managing Director,
Europe, Marqeta
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“Modern card technology will empower
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1. Why do digital lenders
matter to SMEs?
When it comes to the U.K.’s business landscape, small is not only beautiful,
but essential.
Generating more than half of the country’s turnover, our 5.9 million SMEs — those
with fewer than 250 employees — comprise 99.9% of all companies.1
They’re also becoming increasingly aware of alternative lending options and are
more likely to benefit from a tailored approach to lending, which recognises the
often agile and fast-changing environment they operate in.
Digital lenders have a huge opportunity to support this key business demographic.
Not only to help growth but also to provide risk-mitigated credit to help with cash
flow — the most common cause of SME failure.
But to understand how lending could truly support small and medium-sized firms,
we first have to look back at the decade of innovation that has led us to today’s
market and the dawn of the next-generation lending proposition: Lending 3.0.

Alternative lenders
provide around

In 2008, P2P lending
to SMEs stood at

In 2017, U.K. SMEs
borrowed

Number of SMEs
borrowing fell by

of funding to businesses each year2

In 2017, it hit £1.8bn3

up from £59.8bn in 20084

points between 2012 and 20185

£2bn

£10m

£83.9bn

8%

References
1. https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06152/
2. https://www.statista.com/outlook/399/156/alternative-lending/united-kingdom
3. https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/system/files/UK-Finance-SME-Finance-in-UK-AW-web.pdf
4. https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/system/files/UK-Finance-SME-Finance-in-UK-AW-web.pdf
5. https://www.british-business-bank.co.uk/research/small-business-finance-markets-report-2019/
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2. A decade of digital lending
innovation
Global shocks drive change. Before the 2008 financial

If approved, the bank would disburse the loan without

crash, business borrowing was mostly the job of

any visibility or control over how the money was

banks. Direct non-bank lenders and peer-to-peer

spent. The entire rigid agreement was taken on trust

(P2P) propositions were few and far between.

and a set amount had to be paid back on a set day
each month for a set number of years.

For instance, Joe Bloggs SME Ltd would spend days
drafting a business plan as part of a loan application.

Whilst credit facilities existed, access was difficult

The business would then spend at least another

and time consuming. It involved preparing credit

week, maybe longer, awaiting a decision.

papers, company financials, financial modelling,
risk committees, rigid terms sheets, and repayment
options. As a mode of finance, it wasn’t really attuned
to the needs of most SMEs.

Let’s call this Lending 1.0.
After the crash, a new generation of credit

Today’s technology allows lenders to be payment

providers emerged.

providers too, bridging the gap between the two
services to deliver competitive, bespoke credit

Taking advantage of evolving digital technology,

packages, which lever the power of payments to keep

alternative lenders used real-time data to offer online

costs down.

application convenience and the freedom to pay
This is what we call Lending 3.0, and it’s about so much

interest only on the days the funds were used.

more than loading funds on to a physical or virtual
The emergence of lending 2.0 and digitisation

card. Lending is now a real-time proposition, thanks
to its ability to disburse funds to a card at the point of

These digital-first finance pioneers gave birth to the

purchase, and set spending rules around geolocation

Lending 2.0 era. But like the banks, they continued to

and fund limits. As a result, SMEs no longer have

lack all-important information about how funds were

to request fund drawdowns, top up cards or bank

being spent. This information matters because it has

accounts, or reconcile credit card purchases.

the ability to strengthen credit risk and due diligence
processes, build better customer and demographic

Complete real-time visibility of spending also means

profiles, and allow for products to be tailored to more

lenders can get smart about interest rates and risk. For

granular customer segments.

example, you might want to set a lower rate for the
purchase of new IT equipment than for borrowing to

Lending 1.0 relied on a strong relationship with a bank

plug cash flow gaps. These unrivalled levels of in-the-

manager, combined with significant historical financial

moment data equate to previously unthinkable levels

information, cash flow forecasts, and business plans,

of control, flexibility, and a more attentive style of

in order to keep borrowing cheap and defaults low. In

customer service.

contrast, Lending 2.0’s lack of spending insights meant
higher delinquency rates, and this has been reflected

An app-based relationship between lenders and

in the cost of credit.

borrowers builds convenience and trust, giving
borrowers the ability to design loans that are tailored

But towards the end of the decade, things began

precisely to their needs — not just in terms of amount

to change.

but also repayment timeframes and interest rates.
This gives borrowers a whole new level of flexibility

With the introduction of Open Banking rules and API

around terms and features based on their unique

technology, lenders were in theory given the ability

circumstances to assist with working capital cycles or

to track spending and create tailored loans based on

receivable terms.

borrower behaviour. It became possible to set interest
rates in accordance with risk levels informed by
real-time data.
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2005

The timeline milestones that
have reshaped lending

Zopa - the world’s first peer-to-peer lending
platform launches

2008
Financial crash causes a credit crisis
for SMEs, increasing overdraft and loan
application rejections

2010

Funding Circle launched in the U.K. peer-to-peer lending platform for business

2012
Capital on Tap launches, offering credit
to hard-to-reach SMEs

2014
2015

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
launches Project Innovate in recognition
of growing importance of fintechs

Alternative finance market grows to £3.2bn

2016
P2P lending to SMEs passes £1bn

2017
Project Innovate becomes a full
department within the FCA

2018
Open Banking or PSD2 forces banks to
share, a wide range of data with third
parties creating new opportunities for
API technology

2020
U.K. government involves alternative
lenders in the delivery of Corona Business
Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS)
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3. Levers in the lending process
Lending 1.0 and 2.0
In assessing the performance of a lending proposition, there are seven key components:
Speed, cost, insight, control, delinquency, access, and loan spend. Let’s take a look at how these
stack up for Lending 1.0 and 2.0.

Speed

Insight

Delinquency

Loan spend

Compared with Lending 1.0’s paper-based

Lending 1.0 and 2.0 both struggle with loan spending

With default rates in alternative lending of up to 20%,

Lending 2.0 borrowers have to log into the borrower’s

applications, Lending 2.0 is much faster, with an

data. The funds are disbursed and the trail goes dark,

compared to 3% from traditional lending, Lending

platform to transfer funds to their bank account. It’s

online process that delivers a decision within hours

with glimpses of spending patterns only becoming

2.0 is inherently risky, which also partly explains the

a process that lacks the convenience of a funds-

rather than days or weeks.

available in Lending 2.0 via bank statements that

higher charges. Lending 1.0 performs much better

to-wallet approach and can hamper borrowing.

might be submitted in a top-up application.

in terms of defaults, but then it also rejects more

With Lending 1.0, funds are paid by cheque or into

applications.

a bank account when the bank is ready to make

1

the disbursement.

Cost

Control

Access

This is where Lending 2.0 is challenged. Due to

Lending 2.0 feels more like a two-way street, giving

Lending 2.0’s funds are more accessible to borrowers

flexibility in repayment terms, the cost of credit is

the borrower flexibility but also within the lender’s

than Lending 1.0’s, due to automated decisions

relatively expensive when held up against Lending

deadline. Meanwhile, Lending 1.0 constrains both

being based on data provided by platforms such as

1.0’s bank loan rates. However, with Lending 2.0,

the lender and the borrower with its agreed monthly

Amazon, PayPal, eBay, as well as bank transactions. It

interest is only charged for the days on which

repayment dates. And even in the rare instance when

means alternative lenders approve a higher ratio of

borrowers use the funds.

a bank would provide a credit facility to an SME, it

applications than banks.

came with rigid terms and access.
Both models leave the lender with zero control over
how the funds are spent.
Source
1. https://lending-times.com/2018/11/27/predicting-default-rates-for-online-lending/
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Lending 3.0
Looking at Lending 3.0’s seven key attributes, a picture of unrivalled lending experience begins to emerge.

Control

Access

Technology allows lenders to set dynamic spending

With Lending 3.0, virtual and physical cards mean the

conditions to ensure loans are used as intended,

lender is top of wallet, making them more likely to be

while borrowers have the digital tools to set budgets

the first choice of credit for business borrowers.

and monitor outgoings in real time.

Speed

This convenience also helps to remove some of the

New levels of control and flexibility offer an

psychological barriers to borrowing, such as lengthy
application processes or platform logins.

Instant lending decisions, based on real-time data,

Finally, card programmes allow lenders to build new

opportunity to be more pragmatic with borrowers. If a

would remove periods of uncertainty for applicants

revenue streams in the form of interchange fees,

trusted customer makes a purchase that takes them

with funds loaded straight on to the borrower’s card

which are currently around 1.9%. This perhaps gives

£10 over a £10,000 limit, why not approve it and make

at the point of purchase, offering real-time liquidity.

lenders an opportunity to offer cheaper or even

a credit limit adjustment instead of declining?

It also represents a switch from proactive to reactive

interest-free spending on the card for set periods —

drawdown behaviour; the SME has the ability to

a compelling proposition for any borrower.

These hurdles can stifle investment in business
growth or lead to plundering of reserves to plug cash
flow gaps.

access capital on demand.

Delinquency

Loan spend

Lending 3.0 offers an opportunity to bring down

People generally spend more money when they use

the double-digit delinquency percentages seen in

cards — virtual or plastic. Cash creates friction in the

Lending 2.0. By using real-time transaction behaviour

investment process.

Cost

Insight

Borrowers typically only pay interest when they

The arrival of real-time transaction insights allows

access the funds. Cost flexibility can be built in too,

lenders to deliver personalised lending experiences.

thanks to the availability of data on how and where

For instance, a lender could draw upon data to see

funds are spent. For example, a lower interest rate

that a group of borrowers is shopping regularly

Gateway just-in-time funding could also reduce

This is a significant advantage and it incentivises

might be set for growth-related purchases such as

with the same supplier. The lender could then

delinquency further, as the lender has the power to

borrowers to use funds on their card — something

IT equipment or furniture than for borrowing to plug

approach that supplier, perhaps to create a discount

approve or deny limit utilisation for each transaction

that simply cannot happen with lenders who disburse

cash flow gaps.

loyalty scheme, embedding a triangular business

at the point of purchase.

funds via bank transfer.

There’s also just-in-time funding, which allows a

partnership.

lender to reduce the number of funding lines required

Longer-term spending data could also be used to

or provide better terms due to better spending

help small businesses better manage cash flow, as

visibility.

lenders get to understand annual crunch points in

insights, lenders are able to adjust and enhance credit

Additionally, card programmes enable lenders to offer

risk modelling and build comprehensive customer

loyalty initiatives in the form of points accumulation

profiles.

(think Nectar) or spending cashbacks (think Avios).

In short, data allows lenders to weed out bad clients
and reward good behaviour in real time.

their borrowers’ business calendars.
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4. W
 hy all functions win in
Lending 3.0
In lending, there are four key functions to service if success is to be achieved.
Here’s how they stack up for Lending 3.0:

Marketing

Risk

Product

Technology

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Objective:

Promote your business as the preferred lender

Find the right balance between risk and

Build and deliver a product that leverages digital

Build and develop technology that allows the

of choice for SMEs, whilst developing a better

accessibility to maximize loan approvals, whilst

technology to deliver access to funds simply,

lending business to increasingly digitise the end-to-

understanding of your customers’ needs for

minimising delinquencies.

fast, and flexibly to give increased control to the

end lending process.

funding to increase borrower loyalty.

borrower.

Benefits of lending 3.0:

Benefits of lending 3.0:

Benefits of lending 3.0:

Benefits of lending 3.0:

Effective marketing is driven by data, and Lending

Having access to real-time transaction data, lenders

A digital card programme allows lenders to

For alternative lenders working entirely in the digital

3.0 real-time transaction data provides the insight

are able to enhance risk modelling and strengthen

differentiate their products from the competition by

space, technology is fundamental to making faster

to understand your borrowers’ spending behaviour

credit assessments. This also makes for a faster

giving the borrower the ability to access funding in a

decisions and delivering access to capital more quickly.

and needs to build accurate borrower profiles. You

decision-making process.

reactive way that’s more akin to how they operate on a

can use this data to deliver content, campaigns, and
offers to borrowers in a way that is personalised,
relevant, and timely.
Lenders can augment and enhance their propositions
— and demonstrate to borrowers how they’re being
given access to the right amount of funds at the right
time for the best price.

Specific lending controls can be applied too. This

This is all thanks to open API payment platforms, which

day-to-day basis and rewards them for doing so.

give lenders the ability to develop multifunctional card

could be anything from blocking spending in certain

For example, a lender offering an ongoing credit line

programmes. Tech teams are now able to help lending

shops or websites, to putting a stop on a card at any

to SMEs could use a modern card programme to

businesses bridge the gap between lending and

time.

provide instant, always-on access to that facility, and

payments, and gain an advantage over lenders who

give businesses real-time visibility of their spending to

rely on legacy technology, like banks.

Conversely, lenders have a real-time ability to adjust
the available limit when, for example, a purchase

better plan budgets.

Digital-first solutions and open APIs truly deliver an

takes a customer marginally over their limit. Why not

edge when it comes to building prototypes and

approve these types of purchases and build a better

accelerating speed-to-market. APIs also permit

user experience for borrowers?

the sharing of unrivalled quantities of data from an
expanding range of sources as part of the credit
process. Be in no doubt, combining data from SME
business accounts with real-time transaction data
leads to smarter lender decisions.
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5. F
 ive tools that will enable
success in Lending 3.0
Lending 3.0 is about delivering superior outcomes

It’s also equally essential not to fall into the trap of

across lending’s seven essential attributes of speed,

thinking that digital card programmes are merely

cost, insight, control, delinquency, access, and loan

an extra to a lending proposition, aimed at creating

spend.

an additional brand platform. In fact, a digital

Marqeta’s experience shows there are five critical tools
needed to become a Lending 3.0 player and these are:

1

card programme is about transforming the entire
And then taking things several strides further.

5

proposition, bringing every part of the process into
real time for both the lender and the borrower.

2
02/24
Valid Thru

By offering a real-time proposition that bridges the
gap between lending and payments, lenders are

So how do you go about building a card

able to position themselves as a vital function of

programme in a way that ensures it

any borrower’s cash flow mechanism and growth

delivers across lending’s essential

strategy.

attributes?

4

3

It’s essential to remember that developing a card
programme through which funds can be disbursed
is only one element, and in itself wouldn’t be
considered Lending 3.0.

Through a combination of
technology and additional
service possibilities, Lending
3.0 enables credit providers to
become indispensable to their
clients — every firm’s holy grail.
These five tools place this within
easy reach.
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1.

3. Instant issuing and payments.
Gain the ability to become part of the payments
ecosystem alongside your lending proposition.
Push provisioning of card credentials into wallets
allows customers to apply and access your
funding in real time at the point of sale.

Open APIs and webhooks.
Create the ability to authenticate, set dynamic
controls, tackle fraud and chargebacks, and
offer just-in-time funding through real-time
authorisation of credit limits. Webhooks provide
transaction data notifications and increase the
amount of time partners can participate in the
transaction decision process.

4. Real-time controls and analytics.
Get real-time spending behaviour insights and
apply rules to transactions.

2. Sandbox technology.
Quickly build and test your concept in a secure
environment ahead of launching.

5. A partner who is recognised by major card
schemes.
Choose a supplier who is trusted by the likes
of Visa and Mastercard to deliver in the lending
space.

17

6. Where next for lending?
Borrowers view lending as a cash flow solution. It

programme is only one piece of the puzzle. Forward-

creates opportunities to invest in growth or plug

thinking lenders like Kabbage have recently combined

short-term liquidity gaps.

payments and lending to allow SMEs to build custom

And lenders who proactively seek out ways to optimise
their borrowers’ cash flow by delivering more than
just loans, will be the ones who shape the finance
market tomorrow.

loans, where they can use payments revenue to directly
pay off loans. This, combined with an invoicing facility,
which enables customers to create a unique URL for
their business and send invoice payment requests
through texts, emails, or the web to collect card

Take, for example, PayPal. This global brand began by

payments more quickly, gives SMEs unrivalled flexibility

offering payments services and now uses customer

and control of their cashflow requirements.2,3

data to offer credit.1

If a borrower has the power to optimise their

Lenders have a golden opportunity to reverse engineer

borrowing and payments in concert — just as a pilot

PayPal’s journey and create a holistic proposition

keeps a plane flying at an optimum speed and altitude

that combines finance, payments, and data to build

to limit fuel burn — then their ability to navigate

resilience amongst SMEs.

a business through its ascents and turbulence is

So when we talk about bridging the gap between

considerably enhanced.

lending and payments, we’re saying that the card

For lenders who want to build control, minimise
delinquency, and embed long-term borrower
loyalty, Lending 3.0 has the answers.

Sources
1. https://www.ft.com/content/8c58d7be-838e-11e4-9a9a-00144feabdc0
2. https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/81367/kabbage-debuts-short-term-loan-product-for-small-business-owners
3. https://www.finextra.com/pressarticle/80361/kabbage-moves-into-payments-processing
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7. L
 andscape-shaping themes
emerging in Lending 3.0
In an effort to develop a meaningful discussion about the future of lending, we’ve spoken to a range of leaders
in the lending ecosystem who are pushing boundaries and creating an exciting new finance culture amongst the
SME economy. And during our conversations, 10 dominant themes have emerged — themes that are defining the

Lending as a vehicle for business growth

Real time

“Giving our customers unique insights into their card spend
can help them better manage their business and their
finances. We need to build more features to help them
manage their card spend, when to be proactive in their
spend, and how they can use our funding facilities to grow
their business rather than looking at it as a debt burden.”

“The digital footprint we now leave all
the time provides lenders with live data.
Ultimately, this changes the way banks
serve their customers’ needs.”

landscape for borrowers and lenders alike. These are: personalisation, flexibility, technology, collaboration, lending
as a vehicle for business growth, open banking, real time, risk, automation, and embedded finance. Take a look at
what the experts said below and click on their names to read their full responses to a series of pertinent questions

Alex Miles
Head of Growth

Petr Baron
CEO of TBIF (TBI Bank)

about Lending 3.0.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Personalisation

Technology

Risk

Automation

“This new level of data-driven personalisation
has the ability to deliver value-added services to
customers that are yet to be seen. This allows
lenders to move from a one-size-fits-all approach
to customised APRs based on behaviour and
intent, such as for purchases that are more
indicative of growth.”

“This means financial institutions — incumbent
banks and challengers — must have a high
degree of automation, efficient processes,
innovative scoring models, fully utilise data, and
collaborate with the third parties in the market
to build effective lending products that fit
customers’ needs.”

“Maintaining and further managing risk performance
will be critical in proving the resilience of the
customer base. As governments have stepped
in to support businesses and the wider economy,
the possible impact on unemployment has
been delayed. This in turn can lead to credit
deterioration once the support stops.”

“Lending 3.0 is all about speed and simplicity
where the entire loan application is done with
very little input from the borrower. It is highly
automated and uses a broad set of financial
and alternative data (the latter primarily for
anti-fraud) to provide a decision instantly with
funding done same-day.”

Kęstutis Gardžiulis
Chief Innovation Officer
and Co-founder

Ryan Edwards-Pritchard
Co-founder & CEO
READ MORE

READ MORE

Flexibility

Collaboration

“The key trend within lending at the moment is flexibility.
Over the last decade, we’ve seen a financial revolution
driven by technology. Financial services institutions are
now able to create and adapt products faster than ever,
catering to the myriad requirements of business owners
and offering them financial support that suits their
specific business needs.”

“Lenders and their tech providers are
going to have to partner together to
deliver more effective and immediate
funding solutions for individuals, SMEs
and large corporates.”

marqeta.com

Nicolette Maury
CEO

Tina Sen
Head of Marketing

READ MORE

READ MORE
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Peter Renton
Co-founder and
Chairman

Michal Smida
Founder & CEO
READ MORE

READ MORE

Open banking

Embedded finance

“Open Banking is now becoming the norm, and this
will begin to play an even greater role in lending over
the months and years ahead. We’re only at the tip of
the iceberg of what this can do for lending and there
are some exciting times ahead. For SMEs this offers
an easy and effective way to provide relevant trading
information, enabling lenders to deliver tailored and
flexible solutions.”

“Customers now expect options to be
available for them at the point of need such
as online checkout or the system where
they raise their invoice or on their logistics
platform. Embedded finance has only really
just got started, and the pandemic has
moved it quickly onward.”

David Beer
Head of Partnerships

Alex Cardona
COO & Co-founder

READ MORE

READ MORE
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Ryan Edwards-Pritchard

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

to survive. So, it’s essential to have a clear open data

Co-founder & CEO

better customer experience?

strategy, where you gain authorised access to a

“Data-driven personalization will deliver
value-added services for borrowers.”

Lending infrastructure needs an overhaul to meet the
demands of the digital economy. And what is clear is
that in a digital economy, everything is interconnected
and is powered by the proliferation of open finance
APIs (both banking and accounting) which allow
lenders to ingest unique structured and unstructured
data sets in real time. This new level of data-driven
personalisation has the ability to deliver value-added

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?
Traditional lenders tend to use lightning indicators
as part of their underwriting, looking at things such
as credit scores and payment history. But we’re

forced to close their operations due to the lockdowns,
changes to business and consumer purchasing
behaviour and the introduction of government
interventions and support mechanisms.

starting to see more innovative players come into the

The impact of all of this is seeing the incumbent

industry and focus more on revenue performance. For

banks and lenders having to take the first steps of

alternative finance lenders what’s key here is access to

‘belt-tightening’ by limiting the volume of new lending

a customers’ transactional bank account and therefore

through more restrictive credit risk policies, lowering

their data.

the size of successful loan offers and/or reducing

Going one step further, rather than trying to tackle
the whole SME landscape, many are taking a vertical
approach and going after one industry at a time. This
is allowing lenders to utilise industry-specific data
sources for their credit underwriting.
We’ve also seen the emergence of closed-loop

the loan to value (LTV) ratios. This is happening whilst
having to manage down the ongoing risks of defaults

business borrowers, whilst positively protecting and
positively impacting their bottom line. There are two
points to make here.
Firstly, this involves using different data sets at the initial

saying goes “chaos is the mother of invention” and

credit assessment to prioritise cash over collateral.

I’ve no doubt that we’ll witness winners and losers

Open Banking and Consumer Data Right allow for a

emerging in the shape of incumbents and startups that

true understanding of what’s going in and out of the

are yet to even be formed.

borrower’s business current account, as well as where
it’s going. Secondly, we should tie the borrower’s

APIs are improving all the time. Unlocking data from
cloud accounting platforms, banking data and

5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?
As we’re all aware, the impact of the pandemic is

simple systems of records data to creating systems

lasting far longer than we initially anticipated and those

of intelligence where they’re pooling disparate data

businesses that make it through to the other side of

sources to get a holistic picture of an applicant.

the crisis will, unfortunately, have accumulated losses.

pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and

A real limitation for the vast majority of the alternative

Pre-crisis, digital transformation was a hot topic on

change and what might it look like?

finance industry is the lack of transparency following

every alternative lender’s agenda and very much

a successful drawdown from a customer. This is the

considered in three to five year strategy terms. But

benefit of either supplying or having access to the data

digital transformation is no longer a competitive

within the transactional bank account.

advantage or even a hygiene factor, it’s a necessity

incumbent banks and alternative finance lenders.

Learn more about Ryan
Connect on LinkedIn

technology to deliver much-needed relief to small

CRM software is a must if lenders are to move from

challenges for data science and credit risk teams at

around this.

big question about how alternative lenders can utilise

contractual term.

The impact of the global pandemic has created major

regulation. Lending 3.0, in my opinion, will centre

Given the current economic climate, there’s also a

the next 12 months?

alternative lenders. Do you think the current

engaged with implementing their own form of this

of growth.

that they’re then able to seamlessly underwrite. The

2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

January 2018, there are now over 70 countries actively

intent, such as for purchases that are more indicative

repayments to their performance, not to a static

behaviour.

over time. Whilst Open Banking went live in the U.K. in

approach to customised APRs based on behaviour and

3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in

unique insights into merchants’ performance and

understand how their performance alters dynamically

allows lenders to move from a one-size-fits-all

taking advantage of their strong bases of merchants

all sit on within their marketplaces that allows them

speed up the loan approval process and to better

services to customers that are yet to be seen. This

and delinquencies of their existing portfolio. As the

players such as Paypal, Amazon and Square who are

greatest strength of these players is the rich data they

customer’s transactional bank account data to help

They’re having to quickly create new rules for industries
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Alex Miles
Head of Growth

“Giving card spend insights can help SMEs better
manage their business and finances.”

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?
We are seeing a lot of businesses jump on the U.K.

3. What ar e the biggest challenges for lenders in

6. What’s your vision for your card programme

the next 12 months?

and how it will help you solve your challenges and
deliver a better customer experience?

government’s lending schemes, particularly bounce

No one knows what the new normal will look like

back loans. These schemes are providing much

when we begin to re-open. We have to understand

We want to be the best credit card for small

needed cash to SMEs in the U.K. and will be a key part

many of our customers’ “new normal“ may still provide

businesses, period. We need to build more features

of our country’s recovery from the current pandemic.

enormously difficult to run their business profitably. We

to help them manage their card spend, when to be

We are estimating more than 60% of our customers

have to be ready to work with them and give them the

proactive in their spend, and how they can use our

have gotten a government-supported loan from

tools to thrive.

funding facilities to grow their business rather than

ourselves or their business bank.

looking at is a debt burden. We have a long way to go

2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for
alternative lenders. Do you think the current
pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and
change and what might it look like?

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

but we think there is a bright future in providing this

better customer experience?

type of service to SMEs.

Self-service. A lot of banks and lenders were
overwhelmed by calls and queries during the
pandemic which was when their customers needed

I think every major crisis brings about change. Banks

them the most. So we saw a lot of desperate

and lenders that support consumers/SMEs will need

customers that needed relief from payments waiting

to start prioritising customer’s “financial health scores.“

for days to get in contact with their bank. That just isn’t

I think we will also see the increased prominence of

acceptable.

alternative savings and financial management apps/
websites (CreditKarmas of the world) that will then
recommend lenders to their customers and become
the “hub“ for that consumer/SMEs finances. Right now
we’ve only seen the tip of the iceberg in that space.
I could also see “pandemic preparedness rating“
become a thing as well.

Learn more about Capital on Tap
capitalontap.com
Learn more about Alex
Connect on LinkedIn

5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?
Cards have overtaken cash as the primary method of
spending in the U.K. We believe that trend will continue
over the next 10 years and think that being a cardenabled lender puts us in the best place to ride that
wave. Further, we think giving our customers unique
insights into their card spend can help them better
manage their business and their finances.
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4. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?
When it comes to lending, small businesses are
pressed for time and have complex needs. They

Alex Cardona
COO & Co-founder

financial service providers and the software used by
their small business customers.

need products that suit their particular requirements,

Every nuance, every change, the growth and depletion

based on the contextual information relating to their

of a business will be considered by lenders in real time.

businesses, delivered when they need them, quickly.

Products and services will therefore become bespoke

That might be a lease on a combine harvester

“Embedded finance has only really just got started
and the pandemic has moved it quickly onward.”

infrastructure, enabling total connectivity between

immediately before the harvest season, working capital

as well as fairer. This will all be made possible by the
free flow of data.

for a marketing agency to get temporary staff in order
to service a big contract in the run-up to Christmas

Learn more about Codat
codat.io

or staged payments on a licence for a new Customer
Relationship Management.

Learn more about Alex
Connect on LinkedIn

Lending 3.0 looks like an instant decision, based
on the business’s real-time data, delivered at the
point of need. Codat is building an integrated data
1. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

2. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in

alternative lenders. Do you think the current

the next 12 months?

pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and
change and what might it look like?

As most small business lending officers who
remember the last crisis will tell you, many more

When there are large societal changes, there is

businesses get into difficulty coming out of a downturn

almost always space for dramatic innovation in

than going into one. Understanding and sensibly

business models and distribution networks. In just a

managing small business risk is going to be an almost

few months, the pandemic has moved the primary

impossible task — particularly because the statutory

delivery mechanism for financial products online. A

accounts that are being filed now refer to an entirely

change that was already rapidly progressing has been

different economic landscape.

propelled forward several years faster than it would
have been otherwise. Sitting down for a meeting in a
bank branch to open an account is now unequivocally
a thing of the past.
We believe that this is just the first step in shaking
up the distribution network for financial products.

Lenders will need to have real-time information fed into
dynamic risk models if they’re going to navigate the
upcoming storm safely.
3. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a
better customer experience?

Customers now expect options to be available for

Information is becoming more free, and that’s

them at the point of need such as online checkout

increasingly true for small businesses, our end-users. In

or the system where they raise their invoice or on

5 or 10 years’ time, small businesses won’t be sharing

their logistics platform. Embedded finance has only

financial data by sending pdfs.

really just got started, and the pandemic has moved it
quickly onward.

Lenders must ensure they are fully integrated with
the range of systems their customers use and the full
breadth of data sources available in order to provide
the right service or product based on their customers’
ever changing needs during these turbulent times.
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David Beer
Head of Partnerships

positioned to support SMEs across the U.K. to get back

At Esme, we remain laser focussed on the platform

on their feet and drive their businesses forward.

functionality and customer proposition to offer a quick

3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in

“We’re only at the tip of the iceberg of
what Open Banking can do for lending.”

the next 12 months?

and easy application process for all our customers.
Whilst 2020 has presented challenges to all businesses,
we have used the time to invest in our customer

The crisis has produced several challenges and for

experience, our smarter decision-making capability

some alternative lenders, it will be the performance of

and our enhanced automation capability, allowing us to

their back book and the ability to access to cheaper

support our customers now and into the future.

liquidity that will drive their front book as they trade out
1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?
Over the last five years or so, there have been huge
developments across every aspect of the lending
journey. From enhanced customer journeys and
experience, through to lending automation. And as
such, customers expect a far more advanced and
slick process when it comes to securing the funds
that they need.
This is evidenced with the growth in alternative lenders,
with several players harnessing technology to deliver
funding to small businesses much more efficiently. For

offers an easy and effective way to provide relevant
trading information, enabling lenders to deliver tailored
and flexible solutions.
2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for
alternative lenders. Do you think the current
pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and

of the crisis.

5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?

If there is limited flexibility in their product, lack of

We are building an environment where access to

speed or agility to adapt and support customers

lending is fully digital, automated, fast, flexible and

though the challenging times, these lenders may

affordable for SMEs. We aim to take the complexity

struggle in attracting a loyal customer base.

out of securing finance by creating a low-touch digital

Going forwards, old lending models may not be fit for
purpose as they will not accurately predict risk and

change and what might it look like?

performance post-Covid. This is where technology,

“When written in Chinese, the word crisis is composed

solutions and appetite position. Enhancing decisioning

of two characters — one represents danger and the
other represents opportunity” - John F Kennedy.

perform and trade out probability under several market

time to reflect on your business to see how you can

can be in your account within the hour. Long gone are

adapt and pivot as necessary in order to survive.

the days where SMEs had to wait weeks, if not months,

The pandemic has already seen a shift in customer

better customer experience?

for the money they needed.

behaviour, preferences and values. This is creating

Customers want fast, flexible, and affordable loans

bigger role as we move forward as they not only
allow lenders to focus on their area of specialism,
but they also help facilitate relationships that are
mutually beneficial to both parties, by giving each
party greater access to market, new products, revenue

insights, and technological adoption will play a massive
part in everyone’s journey. No business can afford to
stand still or stop innovating if they want to stay in
business.

streams, improved decision making or enhanced

When it comes to lending, the crisis has already

user experiences. This also allows SMEs to have real

highlighted some gaps in the models of alternative

time, low touch lending experiences in their existing

lenders, such as their speed, agility, adaptability as

business tools and platforms. Taking the complexity

well as not being able to provide access to capital

out of the process, allowing a simple, fast and hyper-

repayment holidays, capital & interest holidays, or

personalised funding experience.

getting access to the Government loan schemes.

In addition, Open Banking is now becoming the norm,

At Esme, we’ve taken time to ensure we’re supporting

and this will begin to play an even greater role in

our customers during this uncertain time. We’ve

lending over the months and years ahead. We’re only

also reflected on our business and how we adapt

at the tip of the iceberg of what this can do for lending

and change in order to enhance even further our

and there are some exciting times ahead. For SMEs this

technology and proposition. That way, we’re perfectly
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Learn more about David
Connect on LinkedIn

conditions will be the key to success here.

less than 10 minutes and once approved, the funds

technology to accommodate this transition. Data,

Learn more about Esme
esmeloans.com

models to understand how different segments will

When major events occur, it’s important to take the

Partnerships and collaborations are likely to play a

access to funding.

rich data and insights will play a key role in shaping

example, the Esme Loans application process takes

an acceleration of digitalisation and adoption of

journey to support SMEs as and when they need

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

with the majority now also wanting a low-touch digital
experience. Simply put, SMEs want an answer upfront
– can you lend to them? And if so, at what rate? This
is where digital enhancements, open banking, and a
simple process is key.
As previously touched upon, a quick and easy
application process is where this should start.
This means clear guidelines and communication
throughout, detailing, in plain English, what they need
to do and when, where they are in the process, and
what the lender’s decision is and why that decision
was made. Making the process as simple as possible
for the user, with limited manual inputs of information
will ensure that a user’s experience is quick and easy,
meaning they are less likely to drop off halfway
through and apply for lending elsewhere.
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Nicolette Maury
CEO

“Over the last decade, we’ve seen a financial
revolution driven by technology.”

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?
The key trend within lending at the moment is
flexibility. Over the last decade we’ve seen a financial
revolution driven by technology. Financial services
institutions are now able to create and adapt
products faster than ever, catering to the myriad
requirements of business owners and offering them
financial support that suits their specific business
needs. Where taking out a loan was previously seen
as last resort for many, lenders and borrowers are
harnessing technological developments like APIs, on
the spot credit checks, and chatbots to create flexible
lending options for as many people as possible.

and refine lending options that show a comprehensive
understanding of our audience in order to create
purposeful products that meet the demands of our
customers. This will be an ongoing process, but the
current pandemic has been a stark reminder of the

accessible, timely and human, as in they can speak

to understand their finances with things like invoice

importance of empathy and collaboration between

to a real person. If customers have questions or are

generation and expense trackers, we aim to help

lenders and borrowers, and I hope this will create a

trying to overcome a financial challenge, being quick

them make informed decisions about borrowing that

healthier relationship between the two parties in the

to respond comprehensively, with consideration

help them achieve their business goals. Our product

long run.

and empathy to the customer’s situation and

is designed to help people borrow confidently within

perspective, will help to ensure the customer has a

their means, to ensure that lending and borrowing

3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in

better experience. Secondly, lenders should focus

becomes a natural, healthy part of running a business

the next 12 months?

on understanding what the customer needs are, and

for everyone involved.

The biggest challenge for lenders in the next year
will be maintaining the momentum created by

2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

the current pandemic. We’ve had to act quickly,

alternative lenders. Do you think the current

which has produced human-focussed innovation at

pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and

breakneck speed. It’s our responsibility to remain agile

change and what might it look like?

and continually reappraise our products and features

The 2008 financial crisis caused a huge shift in the
way we design, use, and distribute financial products,
sparking an incredible amount of innovation and
also a demand for new products across the financial
spectrum. While the 2008 crisis came as a result of

to ensure we’re supporting those in need of
financial support.
4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a
better customer experience?

outdated financial practices, requiring a total rethink,

To deliver a better customer experience, lenders need

the long-term impact of Covid-19 is likely to be a

to prioritise establishing trust. With so many businesses

change in the way lenders interact with their audience.

experiencing financial challenges especially during

Now more than ever it’s important that we develop

these times, customers should feel lenders are
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providing better solutions to solve them. We believe
our customer team is key in delivering this. Being
on the ‘front-line’ they should be provided with the

Learn more about Asto
asto.io

information they need, so they can solve issues the first
time where possible resulting in the customer having

Learn more about Nicolette
Connect on LinkedIn

a good experience. Also, they can help gather the
insights needed to help us refine and shape products
and services to help meet customer demands better.
5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?
In an ideal world, the future of lending will be shaped
by a combination of technology and empathy. Asto’s
own mission is to deliver flexible, helpful, financing
by combining financial management tools and a
responsive credit line. By empowering business owners
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“Lenders must have
a high degree of
automation, efficient
processes and
access to innovative
scoring models.”

Kęstutis Gardžiulis
Chief Innovation Officer
& Co-founder
Michailas Traubas
Solution Architect

changing realities of economic relationships on a

financial institutions are a must. Therefore, we’re

global level.

relentless advocates of collaboration between different

For alternative lenders, the key challenge will be to
demonstrate their ability to adjust their IT solutions and
algorithms that were built to address the financial crisis
of 2008, and adapt them to post-Covid demands.
Creating a mature yet agile organisational culture,

Prospective borrowers are already used to seamless
user experiences thanks to big tech players like
Amazon, Netflix, social networks and scores of other
well-thought-out apps. These borrowers now expect
the same experience when applying for a loan. This
means financial institutions — incumbent banks and
challengers — must have a high degree of automation,
efficient processes, innovative scoring models, fully
utilise data, and collaborate with third parties in the

the resultant behavioural shifts and new expectations
of borrowers are creating a perfect environment for
newcomers. During times of uncertainty, a higher
number of potential loan customers are out of the
equation because they are deemed “too risky.” But by
looking at customers in a completely different way,
through the use of data and innovative approaches in
loan origination, scoring and risk management, a vast
array of opportunities opens up for alternative lenders.

market to build effective lending products that fit

The financial crisis of 2008 might have acted as the

customers’ needs.

catalyst for alternative lenders, but the pandemic is

Alongside this, there’s a conflict emerging: fintechs
are simplifying services, whilst incumbents assisted
by some fintechs, seem to be focussing on complex
products and their digitalisation, making services even
more complex. However, we are certain that the push
to simplification will win the day, as individuals and
businesses opt for those instantly accessible products
that require minimal information and interaction.

certain to test their resilience and verify their abilities to
do battle with the incumbents on a level playing field.
Indeed, alternative lenders have a great opportunity to
compete with established players in disbursing state-

greatest challenges in the coming years.

development of lending products and be compliant

internal back-office systems with minimal involvement

different breed of service providers? It’s clear that

by IT staff.

customers want the same kind of experience with
lending that they enjoy with any other user-friendly
app. But it’s not enough to just have a fancy design.
thinking, customer centricity, the right guidance
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Learn more about Kęstutis
Connect on LinkedIn

through the process, use of available data, fast and
efficient loan origination processes, and an agile
lending organisation.
In terms of data, a critical factor is a lender’s ability
to collect data for the customer rather than by the
customer. To accomplish this task, the ability to
integrate with external data sources quickly is of the
highest importance.

backed Covid loan packages. This would prove (or

Finally, a top priority for lenders in Europe and many

disprove) whether alternative lending can keep up to

other regions is exploiting the potential of Open

the promise of agility, short time-to-market, as well as

Banking and PSD2. Frustratingly, the full potential of

market outreach.

PSD2 remains to be unlocked, mainly because there
isn’t a level playing field in many E.U. countries, and

Lenders will have to actively manage their
nonperforming loan portfolios, adjust their risk
management strategies, and change risk/scoring

change and what might it look like?

Learn more about ETRONIKA
etronika.com

A seamless customer experience requires design

effectively ruin good customer experiences. We really

pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and

loan origination processes, connect to different third

experience at Amazon? Are banks and lenders a

the next 12 months?

alternative lenders. Do you think the current

need to be able to rapidly build, change and adjust
parties’ data sources, registers, credit bureaux and

and matching different products and services – loans,

2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

with a changing regulatory environment. Lenders

Why should lending be different to the buying

because many account providers offer solutions which

products are fairly easy to integrate.

origination journey.

transformation platform to allow the rapid

3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in

the simplification agenda, since such complementary

helps borrowers navigate through a user-friendly loan

ecosystems or actually create new ones will be the

Additionally, lending ecosystems are all about mixing
insurance, payments and delivery. This plays well with

functional lending products, efficient processes and

This requires an agile and low-code digital

better customer experience?
Market shocks are always a catalyst for innovation, and

best-in-breed service that results in innovative cross-

and an ability to either fit into the rapidly evolving

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?

ecosystem players, where each player provides a

models to address this unprecedented economic
downturn. For traditional lenders, this means another
round of reshuffling their loan portfolios and creating
new lending strategies, mitigating uncertainties and

need to engage the banks and regulators to address
these challenges.ld uninterrupted experiences.
5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?
We are helping lenders to build an agile lending
institution. We strongly believe that good user
experiences for borrowers and the employees of
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Petr Baron
CEO of TBIF (TBI Bank)

“The digital footprint we now leave all the time
provides lenders with live data.”

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?
Everything now is becoming real-time, including
lending. This goes not only for the delivery of the
funds, but also for the decision-making — both should
happen almost instantaneously. The application
process is also becoming seamless. Compare this
to the way lending has been done for ages and is
still done in many markets. Think of all the packs of
documents needed, the army of bank clerks involved.
The digital footprint we now leave all the time, provides
lenders with live data. Ultimately, this changes the way
banks serve their customers’ needs.

not have many choices while in the last decade we

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

saw the birth of P2P, loan marketplaces, all the way

better customer experience?

to seed equity platforms, and that is before we even
start listing the alternative lenders as such. I have no
doubt that more and more specialised, niche lenders
will be appearing, some entering with embedded
services into existing customer touchpoints, like Xero
for example. TBI’s Merchant Solutions for instance
were focussed on retail customer, and now we are
extending our offer to small and medium businesses,
too.
3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in
the next 12 months?

2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

I do not think this has changed a lot over the past 20
years of my career. They need great people in their
organisations with the right mindset to deliver the
best customer experience and they need technology
to allow them to deliver these services in the most
efficient way. This combination makes a great
business! But it is always people first – they are the
ones who choose and implement technology!
5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?

— millions of customers using our app not only for

We are developing a phygital model based on a

daily banking but also for their daily needs. A super app

For me this will depend on the stage they were when

combination of delivery of services in a mobile

the news reality hit. Balance sheet lenders will face the

ecosystem and cooperation with our tens of

challenges of portfolio management and will have to

thousands of merchant partners. This way we serve

support their customers to minimize the effects of the

customers’ everyday shopping and financial needs.

Every crisis in human history has been a catalyst for

economic downturn. On the other hand, such lenders

Our merchant partners have huge customer base

innovation, the new reality we now live in will not be

will also have a problem with consumer confidence

and we want to onboard and engage it with current

any different. In my view the Fourth digital industrial

— nowadays people do not want to take risks and

accounts, cards, etcetera. Our mobile app will always

revolution will now be accelerated as the pandemic

naturally do not spend a lot. Hence the bottom line will

provide the information on how much we are ready

increases the need for digitalisation. I also believe that

come under pressure. What lenders must do to deal

to provide as financing and exclusive deals will be

new ways of financing for businesses and customers

with these challenges is double down on their digital

offered by our merchants. This is my nirvana moment

will evolve. The barriers for entry become lower and

transformation to make sure that they can quickly

new players will join the lending market as investors

reshape their products and react to the changing

seek more and more diversification in deploying their

consumer needs and behaviours. It is not time to slow

capital and look for returns. In the past investors did

down, it is time to speed up.

alternative lenders. Do you think the current
pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and
change and what might it look like?
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with multiple services, provided either by us or by bestin-class third parties. This way we deliver more sales
to our merchant partners and great deals for our retail
customers’ benefit.

Learn more about TBI Bank
tbibank.bg/en/
Learn more about Petr
Connect on LinkedIn
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“Maintaining and further
managing risk performance
will be critical in providing
the resilience of the
customer base.”

Michal Smida
Founder & CEO

who became even more selective and cautious.
4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

6. What’s your vision for your card programme

better customer experience?

and how it will help you solve your challenges and

It’s mostly about finding a sweet spot between a

deliver a better customer experience?

smooth customer journey and all the requirements

At Twisto we believe that having a plastic card in your

coming from different stakeholders, (i.e., legal risk, etc.).

wallet is already outdated. Because of this, we’ve

Many financial institutions are not so brave in terms

committed to our goal to stop issuing plastic cards

of challenging the status quo of the current financial

by 2025. We believe that the future is paying with

conditions. We are doing our best to make bold

mobile phones. Thanks to Marqeta and our Digital First

decisions that might make a difference at the end of

certification from Mastercard, we’re one of the first

the day.

companies in Europe, or even the world, who doesn’t
have to issue physical cards.

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?

The shift to digital has been an ongoing theme since

5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?

2008, which gave rise to many great fintechs, but also

Creating a payment card was the logical next step in

pushed banks to digitalise rapidly. What the current

fulfilling our vision of simplifying daily payments for

crisis has brought is increased customer adoption of

customers. We started with simple deferred payments

Substantial tightening in approval rates for onboarding

what has already been in the market for some time. So

“Buy now. Pay later” for e-commerce, but in an age

new clients —this in part is due to the uncertainty

we don’t see the change in the product offerings of

when the overwhelming majority of payments still

of the potential impact of unemployment, as well as

financial institutions, but rather a change in customer

occur offline, it was necessary to also enter that market

the increased challenge of gaining access to capital

behaviour and their willingness to use digital channels,

and provide an omni-channel solution. The key for

markets. We saw as much as 50% reductions in

which are not only much more convenient, but also

us, however, was to have a better app and overall

approval rates across the industry.

safer and quicker to use in comparison to traditional

experience than traditional card issuers.

Q2 was characterised by a conservative approach and
a very proactive reaction to managing credit risk:

Bigger focus on collections and managing risk in the
existing portfolio, this includes more proactive and
frequent communication with clients
Q3 has seen an easing of the above measures as
prime client portfolios in the E.U. have recorded
positive Non-performing loan performance. In some
cases customer payment behaviour has improved vs.
pre-COVID, with some lenders recording their best
performance to date.

Learn more about twisto
twistopay.com
Learn more about Michal
Connect on LinkedIn

offline processes.
3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in
the next 12 months?
Maintaining and further managing risk performance
— Q4 will be critical in proving the resilience of the
customer base. As governments have stepped in
to support businesses and the wider economy, the
possible impact on unemployment has been delayed.
This in turn can lead to credit deterioration once the

2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

support stops.

alternative lenders. Do you think the current

Venture capital and debt markets effectively shut down

pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and

in Q2, with reopening noted in Q3. As many lenders

change, and if so, what might it look like?

require additional capital to sustain growth momentum,
the key challenge will be attracting capital from investors
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Tina Sen
Head of Marketing

“Lenders and their tech partners are going to have to
partner together to deliver more effective funding.”

1. What are the key trends you are seeing in lending?
End-to-end automation is a relevant and growing

3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in
the next 12 months?

trend. Many lenders have readily adapted technology

As lenders look to progress in the evolving post

to deliver better experiences, indeed fintech startups

pandemic “new normal,” they potentially face a myriad

have been pushing the envelope of what’s possible,

of obstacles that impact both their short-term survival

whether it’s approving loans in minutes or settling

and long-term growth prospects. I believe the key

insurance claims in seconds. Much of this change

challenges that must be tackled in the coming

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

achieved by having a robust infrastructure, processes

has been driven by automation, and a willingness to

year include:

better customer experience?

underpinned by nimble technology. Find out more

1. Managing narrow margins – lending margins are

Customer experience will always be king, in an

leverage cloud-based digital technologies. Lenders
that are most successful have leveraged digital
innovation and the wider financial eco-systems via
open APIs to deliver a compelling borrower experience.
2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for
alternative lenders. Do you think the current
pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and

notoriously low, particularly in consumer and small to
mid-ticket lending. Understanding how to navigate the
post pandemic landscape to ensure a good level of
customer service, a human interaction without further
eroding margins is likely to be a major concern for retail
and SME lenders.

increasingly commoditised lending world it may be
better experiences lenders need to blend automation

Learn more about Q2
q2.com

and end-to-end technology with strong relationship
management. Getting the balance right will ensure
borrowers, be they retail consumers or commercial
borrowers, benefit from quick decisioning and time to

strategy - controlling bad debt is likely to be top of

cash with the knowledge that they have the best deal

The impact of the pandemic will undoubtedly be a

mind for many lending executives. Understanding how

possible for their circumstances.

catalyst for innovation and change in lending — we

to develop process and technology will help lenders

are already seeing lenders having to adapt systems to

take control of impending bad debt and also build

deliver government related stimulus funding in short

stronger customer relationships, which in turn may

We’ve probably covered this in the answers above –

order.

translate to deep and lasting brand loyalty.

but for us here at Q2 lending 3.0 is a blend of strong

The pandemic will force change — lenders and their

3. Effectively embracing automation and digital

tech providers are going to have to partner together

channels will help lenders reduce costs and focus

to deliver more effective and immediate funding

on developing stronger relationships. However fully

solutions for individuals, SMEs and large corporates.

embracing automation can have challenges internally
— a full cultural transformation may be required in

paper “The high cost of lending uncovered.”

the primary factor differentiating brands. To ensure

2. Developing a robust and empathetic collections

change and what might it look like?

about end-to-end lending automation in our recent

Learn more about Tina
Connect on LinkedIn

5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?

relationship management and agile cloud-based
technology. Being able to react to change and
uncertainty at speed is going to be key as the new
normal unfolds — we believe that the best way to fight
uncertainty is to prepare for a speedy response —

some cases to make it a success.
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Peter Renton
Co-founder and Chairman

“Lending 3.0 is all about speed and simplicity.”

1. What are the key trends you’re seeing in lending?
The pandemic has upended all types of lending,
particularly small business and consumer lending. Small
businesses across the world have been struggling due
to the pandemic and lenders are finding themselves
with loan books that have the most delinquencies in
their history. But it is not all bad news. What fintech
lenders have shown on the small business side is
that they can move quickly and support government
programs with automated systems.

Yes. There are millions of people who have lost their

4. What do lenders need to prioritise to deliver a

job in recent months and a percentage of these

better customer experience?

people will be starting new businesses. While the last
financial crisis created a new breed of lender, one that
was focussed exclusively online, this crisis will create
new opportunities across fintech. I expect we will
see many innovative new companies including new
lending originators focussed on more automation and
a better user experience. We will also be seeing more
“embedded finance” where lenders don’t originate
directly but provide a white label lending service to non-

On the consumer side we have seen a lot of innovation
at the point of sale, this probably remains the most
dynamic area of lending. Buy now pay later providers
are booming as consumers eschew credit cards and

finance companies.
3. What are the biggest challenges for lenders in the
next 12 months?

Lenders need to focus on all areas of friction in the
loan application process. Younger consumers are
demanding a mobile-centric approach that uses only
minimal data entry. Some forward-thinking lenders
are already doing this but many are still thinking of just
automating the old manual processes. A completely
new application funnel should be created for the
mobile era that is simple and minimizes the number of
keystrokes and clicks.
5. What does your version of Lending 3.0 look like?
Lending 3.0 is all about speed and simplicity where the

many alternative lenders have released new products

These are difficult times. The biggest challenge,

entire loan application is done with very little input from

recently to make it easy to forgo the traditional card.

particularly for alternative lenders, is to stay in business.

the borrower. It is highly automated and uses a broad

Many companies will not make it as the pandemic has

set of financial and alternative data (the latter primarily

laid bare which companies were doing the best job with

for anti-fraud) to provide the consumer or small business

their underwriting. There is also a big challenge with

a decision instantly with funding done same day. With

credit data because It is not as predictive as before the

the friction taken out of the lending process lenders will

crisis so lenders need to look to alternative data sources.

be able to increase conversions and origination volume.

Embedded finance is also another big trend, where
non-financial companies embed the services of a
fintech, a lender for example, to offer financial products
to their customers.
2. The 2008 financial crisis was the catalyst for

And more companies will be embedding lending into

alternative lenders. Do you think the current

their operations as a value-add for their customers.

Learn more about LendIt Fintech
lendit.com
Learn more about Peter
Connect on LinkedIn

pandemic will be a similar agent for innovation and
change and what might it look like?
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About our Lending 3.0 contributors

Petr Baron is the CEO of TBIF (TBI Bank), a 4finance

Michailas Traubas is a Solution Architect at ETRONIKA.

Group company. He is the driving force behind TBI

He has broad experience in financial technology

Bank’s strategy to become a next gen digital lender

development and implementation projects in different

and offer customers and more than 10,000 merchant

countries. ETRONIKA is an award-winning financial

partners seamless lending solutions. Under Petr’s

technology company, providing innovative products

leadership, TBI Bank has become one of the most

and solutions for banks, lending institutions and

profitable and efficient banks in Southeast Europe and

fintechs. ETRONIKA has served clients for more than 20

expanded its phygital model – a mix of offline customer

years. Their digital banking and digital loan platforms

touchpoints and digital channels. Its core markets are

help clients to be one step ahead in their digital

Bulgaria and Romania, with operations across Germany,

transformation journeys. Prioritising fast time to market,

Poland, and Sweden. TBI Bank’s customer base consists

driven by low coding tools, ETRONIKA facilitates the

of more than 1 million clients throughout its markets.

construction of agile financial institutions.

Codat makes accounting integration simple. Through

Alex Miles is Head of Growth at Capital on Tap, a high-

their single API, financial service providers can easily

growth fintech that specialises in SME lending. Capital

access accurate contributed accounting data from the

on Tap offers business credit cards with limits of up

accounting software used by their small and medium

to £50,000 to SMEs in the U.K. and Spain. Lending

business customers.

through credit cards allows Capital on Tap to offer their
customers additional benefits beyond the supply of

Codat has over 60 clients globally, across various

working capital — customers can earn rewards points

different industries from traditional lenders to invoice

on their card spend, manage their transactions through

financing, insurance to point of sale providers.

integrations with their accounting software, and borrow
interest free for up to 56 days if they clear their balance
in full. Across Capital on Tap’s 8-year history, they have
lent £2bn across more than 100,000 customers.

As a payment app connected to Mastercard, Twisto
introduces a new and modern way to pay. With or
without a Twisto account, customers can pay for online
purchases with just one click. Registered customers

Ryan Edwards-Pritchard is CEO and Co-founder of

can take care of bills by taking a photo of invoices

Cape, a corporate credit card that is on a mission to

within the app, pay almost anywhere with the card or

help Australian business owners optimize their working

Apple Pay, and split bills amongst friends. Additionally,

capital requirements and save them money so that their

the Twisto account boasts a hard-to-beat international

runways go further.

Peter Renton is the Co-founder and chairman of

David has over 25 years of commercial experience

LendIt Fintech, the largest media and events company

working with SME businesses all over the world to

dedicated to innovation in lending and digital banking.

help them scale and grow. Having extensive fintech

He is a frequent speaker, writer, and commentator on

knowledge, he helped build and launch FinTech

the fintech space and is responsible for producing the

Alliance in 2019 in partnership with U.K. Treasury and

content at LendIt’s three major annual events for the

Department for International Trade and he held a

U.S.A, Europe, and Latin American markets. He also

leadership position at Innovate Finance to support

Their sole focus was built around streamlining the

publishes a weekly podcast and produces content

growth in the U.K. fintech sector.

funding process and helping small business owners

throughout the year for the LendIt Fintech Digital
community and daily news subscribers.

Kęstutis Gardžiulis is a Co-founder and Chief Innovation
officer at ETRONIKA. He has more than 20 years of IT
experience and financial business knowledge which
helps to deliver digital banking solutions.
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payments exchange rate. Balances are displayed in a
neatly-designed mobile app, and customers have the

Prior to Cape, Ryan was the Managing Director of

option to pay all at once at the end of each month, or in

Europe’s leading digital marketplace for business

installments, with immediate approval.

finance with 200+ alternative finance lenders onboard in
Funding Options, having joined them in 2015.

At Esme we believe no business should have to work

Nicolette Maury is CEO of Asto, by Santander, a platform

hard to get a business loan. That’s why we believe in a

designed to transform cashflow for micro-SMEs.

simple, fast and fair approach to business funding. We’re

Having grown up in a family-run restaurant and 15 years’

dedicated to making the process of applying for loans

experience working with small businesses, Nicolette is

quick and stress-free so that businesses can get on with

dedicated to shaping Asto’s offering to business owners

doing what they do best — running their business.

and freelancers based on a strong understanding of

seamlessly access digital credit solutions via Open
Banking and API integrations, whilst helping those
lenders reduce the costs of tapping into various
channels of acquisition.

their needs and the changing market. She has overseen
the launch of Asto’s Business Capital product, as well as
a successful partnership with eBay in March 2020.
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About Marqeta
Marqeta powers modern payment solutions for companies
innovating new services and process flows in a digital world.
Our platform, open APIs, and advanced analytics provide
unprecedented control for companies to issue cards, authorise
transactions, and manage payment operations with ease. Highly
configurable, secure, and reliable, Marqeta built its technology from
the ground up to help companies bring products to market faster,
improve cost efficiencies, and reduce fraud risk. Marqeta is the
global standard for modern card issuing.

For further information
If you would like learn more about how our product and commercial
proposition can power you to Lending 3.0 please get in touch:
Europe@marqeta.com

marqeta.com

facebook.com/marqetainc

linkedin.com/company/marqeta-inc

twitter.com/marqeta

